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Object ThinkingMicrosoft Press, 2004
In Object Thinking, esteemed object technologist David West contends  that the mindset makes the programmer—not the tools and techniques. Delving into  the history, philosophy, and even politics of object-oriented programming. West  reveals how the best programmers rely on analysis and conceptualization—on...
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An Introduction to IMS(TM) : Your Complete Guide to IBM's Information Management SystemIBM Press, 2004


The Only Up-to-the-Minute Guide to IMS Version 9--Straight from IBM IMS Experts


	Introduces IMS, one of the world's premiere software products 


	Thoroughly covers key IMS functions, from security to Java support


	For both new and experienced IMS...
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AD HOC NETWORKS: Technologies and ProtocolsSpringer, 2004
Wireless mobile networks and devices are becoming increasingly popular as
they provide users access to information and communication anytime and anywhere.
Conventional wireless mobile communications are usually supported
by a wired fixed infrastructure. A mobile device would use a single-hop wireless
radio communication to...
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Professional Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .NET, 2nd EditionWrox Press, 2004
The addition of Crystal Reports 9.0 to Visual Studio .NET 2003 offers developers a reporting tool that allows you to turn almost any data into interactive, dynamic content through portals, wireless devices, and Microsoft Office documents. This code-intensive guide takes you step by step through developing reports and incorporating them into...
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Scrapbooking with Photoshop Elements: The Creative Cropping CookbookSybex, 2004
Today's advancements in digital technology are transforming the traditional     art of scrapbooking. With a computer, digital camera, scanner, ink-jet printer,     and Photoshop Elements—Adobe's popular digital imaging software for home     users—you have all the ingredients you need to create a truly astounding     and unforgettable...
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Eclipse for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
That’s what New York City Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia said back in 1934. Not
many people understood the meaning or the impact of Mayor LaGuardia’s
statement, because he said it in Latin. (“E finita la cuccagna,” said the mayor.)
But today, most people agree with the spirit of LaGuardia’s proclamation....
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Bioinformatics Biocomputing and Perl: An Introduction to Bioinformatics Computing Skills and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Bioinformatics, Biocomputing and Perl presents an extended tutorial introduction to programming through Perl, the premier programming technology of the bioinformatics community. Even though no previous programming experience is assumed, completing the tutorial equips the reader with the ability to produce powerful custom...
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The New Communications Technologies, Fifth Edition: Applications, Policy, and ImpactFocal Press, 2004
"Although the book is directed toward technology courses...it makes for interesting, thought-provoking reading." - Monitoring Times     

   As new communications applications are developed and brought to market, it is vital for communications professionals to keep abreast of these issues.  Since the...
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Little Green Data Book 2004World Bank Publications, 2004
In its 3rd annual edition, The Little Green Data Book 2004 is a pocket-sized ready reference on key environmental data for over 200 countries. Key indicators are organized under the headings of agriculture, forestry, biodiversity, energy, emission and pollution, and water and sanitation.
Profiles of each country include 48 key development...
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Collaborative Design and Learning: Competence Building for Innovation (International Series on Technology Policy and Innovation)Praeger Publishers, 2004

	In today's knowledge-driven economy, the ability to share insight and know-how is essential for driving innovation and growth. In this groundbreaking volume, scholars from around the world demonstrate how communication and information technologies are enabling dynamic project design and management practices that challenge traditional...
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Introduction to Numerical Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations Using MATLABJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Learn how to solve complex differential equations using MATLAB®
	
		Introduction to Numerical Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations Using MATLAB® teaches readers how to numerically solve both ordinary and partial differential equations with ease. This innovative publication brings together a skillful treatment of MATLAB...
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PC Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips &ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Covering both Windows and Linux, PC  Hacks combines the bestselling Hacks series style  with the world's most popular computing hardware. Hacks for  enhancing performance and preventing problems with your PC  include overclocking CPU and video cards, tweaking RAM  timing, selecting the best performing components,...
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